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The content model regarding the functional organization of working memory in prefrontal cortex (PFC) states that different PFC areas
encode different types of information in working memory depending on their afferent connections with other brain areas. Previous
studies that tested this model focused on visual, auditory and somatosensory information. However, posterior areas processing this
information project to widespread and overlapping regions of lateral PFC, making it difficult to establish the veracity of the model. In
contrast, gustatory information enters PFC via orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and so the content model would argue that OFC should be
responsible for maintaining gustatory information in working memory. To test this, we recorded the activity of single neurons through-
out PFC and gustatory cortex (GUS) from two subjects while they performed a gustatory delayed-match-to-sample task with intervening
gustatory distraction. Neurons that encoded the identity of the gustatory stimulus across the delay, consistent with a role in gustatory
working memory, were most prevalent in OFC and GUS compared with dorsolateral PFC and ventrolateral PFC. Gustatory information in
OFC was more resilient to intervening distraction, paralleling previous findings regarding visual working memory processes in PFC and
posterior sensory cortex. Our findings provide support for the content model of working memory organization. Maintaining gustatory
information may be one aspect of a wider function for OFC in reward working memory that could contribute to its role in
decision-making.
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Introduction
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is responsible for working memory,
but the precise organization of the neuronal mechanisms under-
lying this cognitive function remain unclear. One prominent
model emphasizes an organization based on the content of the
sensory information that is to be maintained in working memory
(Goldman-Rakic, 1987, 1996). Different subregions of PFC re-
ceive inputs related to the processing of specific types of informa-
tion and are subsequently responsible for maintaining and pro-
cessing that information in working memory. Support for this
model came from studies showing that lesions of dorsolateral
PFC (DLPFC), which strongly connects with parietal cortex (Ca-
vada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989), impaired spatial working mem-
ory (Funahashi et al., 1993), whereas lesions of ventrolateral PFC
(VLPFC), which strongly connects with inferior temporal cortex,
impaired object working memory (Mishkin and Manning, 1978).
Early neurophysiological studies also supported this distinction:
neurons maintaining spatial information in working memory

occurred in DLPFC (Funahashi et al., 1989), whereas those main-
taining object information were in VLPFC (Wilson et al., 1993).

Recent findings argue against the content model. For exam-
ple, when monkeys have to remember both the identity and spa-
tial location of an object, neurons encoding both attributes occur
throughout lateral PFC, including both DLPFC and VLPFC sub-
regions (Rao et al., 1997). Furthermore, PFC neurons can switch
whether they encode information about an object’s identity or
location depending on which aspect is currently relevant to the
task (Rao et al., 1997). These findings suggest that PFC organiza-
tion does not depend on the nature of the information encoded
by the neurons. However, evidence has also increased for integra-
tion of spatial and object information in posterior sensory cortex.
For example, neurons in parietal cortex, traditionally associated
with encoding spatial information, will encode the color of ob-
jects if color is behaviorally relevant (Toth and Assad, 2002). If
integration of spatial and object information occurs in posterior
sensory cortex, it is not surprising that the activity of PFC neu-
rons reflects this integration. Consideration of other sensory mo-
dalities might provide us with a stronger test of the content
model.

Researchers have also studied working memory for auditory
and somatosensory information at the single neuron level (Romo
et al., 1999; Romanski and Goldman-Rakic, 2002). However, in-
formation from these modalities predominantly enters the fron-
tal lobe via VLPFC (Carmichael and Price, 1995; Romanski et al.,
1999) and so consequently they do not provide a stronger test of
the content model than has already been established by studying
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the visual modality. In contrast, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is the
major recipient in the frontal lobe of both gustatory and olfactory
information (Morecraft et al., 1992; Barbas, 1993). Thus, the con-
tent model would predict that OFC but not VLPFC neurons
would encode olfactory and gustatory information in working
memory. To test this, we simultaneously recorded neuronal ac-
tivity from multiple PFC subregions (DLPFC, VLPFC and OFC)
and primary gustatory cortex (GUS), while subjects performed a
gustatory delayed match-to-sample (DMS) task.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and neurophysiological procedures. The subjects were two male
rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Subject C was 5 years old at the time
of recording and weighed 13 kg. Subject G was 4 years old and weighed 9
kg. We regulated their daily fluid intake to maintain motivation on the
task. Our methods for neurophysiological recording are reported in de-
tail previously (Wallis and Miller, 2003). Briefly, we implanted both sub-
jects with a head positioner for restraint and two recording chambers,
one over each hemisphere. The first chamber allowed access to PFC, and
the second chamber allowed access to GUS. In subject C, we recorded
from PFC in the right hemisphere and GUS in the left hemisphere. In
subject G, we recorded from GUS in the right hemisphere and PFC in the
left hemisphere.

Our recordings from DLPFC were dorsal to the principal sulcus con-
sisting of areas 9 and 9/46. Our recordings from VLPFC were ventral to
the principal sulcus consisting of areas 47/12 and 45. Our recordings
from OFC were located between the lateral and medial orbital sulci. We
focused on area 13, because this is a region in which taste responsive
neurons are particularly found (Pritchard et al., 2005), but our record-
ings also included some neurons in area 11. We also recorded from GUS,
so that we could compare neuronal activity in PFC with neuronal activity
in the primary sensory cortex responsible for the detection and encoding
of juice in the mouth. Unlike GUS, OFC does not have direct connections
with the thalamic taste area (Pritchard et al., 1986): gustatory informa-
tion can only reach OFC via GUS. Thus, we could compare and contrast
neuronal activity in OFC with the upstream area from which it is receiv-
ing gustatory information.

We determined the positions of the recording chambers using a 1.5 T
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. We recorded simulta-
neously from the different brain areas using arrays of 8 –16 tungsten
microelectrodes (FHC Instruments). We determined the approximate
distance to lower the electrodes from the MRI images and advanced the
electrodes using custom-built, manual microdrives until they were lo-
cated just above the cell layer. We then slowly lowered the electrodes into
the cell layer until we obtained a neuronal waveform. We randomly
sampled neurons; no attempt was made to select neurons based on re-
sponsiveness. This procedure ensured an unbiased estimate of neuronal
activity thereby allowing a fair comparison of neuronal properties be-
tween the different brain regions. Waveforms were digitized and ana-
lyzed off-line (Plexon Instruments). All procedures were in accord with
the National Institutes of Health guidelines and the recommendations of
the University of California, Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee.

We reconstructed our recording locations by measuring the position
of the recording chambers using stereotactic methods. We plotted the
positions onto the MRI sections using commercial graphics software
(Adobe Illustrator). We confirmed the correspondence between the MRI
sections and our recording chambers by mapping the position of sulci
and gray and white matter boundaries using neurophysiological record-
ings. We traced and measured the distance of each recording location
along the cortical surface from the lip of the ventral bank of the principal
sulcus. We also measured the positions of the other sulci, relative to the
principal sulcus, allowing the construction of the unfolded cortical maps
(see Fig. 2).

Behavioral task. The subject sat in a primate chair in front of a com-
puter screen. Two computers running NIMH Cortex were used to con-
trol the task. To start the task the subject held a lever for 1000 ms. A
picture appeared on the screen for 650 ms followed by 500 ms of juice
delivery to the subject’s mouth (Fig. 1). The picture helped warn the

subject of the juice’s delivery and enabled us to examine neuronal selec-
tivity relating to the expectancy of receiving a specific juice. However, the
subject could not use it to solve the task (see Results). The picture re-
mained on the screen until the end of the juice delivery. We used three
different juice stimuli: each of the juices was predicted by one of two
pictures (requiring six pictures total) thereby enabling us to distinguish
neuronal responses related to the expectancy of a specific juice from
neuronal responses related to encoding the visual properties of the pic-
ture. The juices we used were orange juice (Berkeley Farms), vegetable
juice (V8; CSC Brands) and 0.1 M sucrose solution mixed with guava
flavoring (LorAnn Oils). We delivered them using a peristaltic pump
(ISMATEC), at a constant flow rate of 0.4 ml s �1, through a bundle of
stainless steel cannulae (13 gauge, Small Parts). We prevented cross-
contamination of juice flavors by delivering each juice down a specific
cannula.

After a 1250 ms delay, we delivered 500 ms of water. This served as a
distractor and helped ensure that the subject’s mouth was rinsed of any
remnants of the first juice. After a second 1250 ms delay, a lilac square
appeared at fixation for 650 ms. It was followed by 500 ms of juice
delivery. On one-half of the trials, the second juice was the same as the
first juice (match), whereas on the other half of the trials it was one of the
two other juices (nonmatch). After a delay of 800 ms, a gray square
appeared and the subject had to indicate whether the two juices were the
same or different by either immediately releasing the lever (match) or
holding (nonmatch) the lever for 900 ms. Thus, to solve the task the
subject must hold the first juice stimulus in working memory for the 3000
ms delay between juices, while ignoring the intervening water drop. We
chose to deliver the water drop in the middle of the 3000 ms delay so that
we would have two 1250 ms epochs, before and after the water drop, in
which we could compare neuronal selectivity and determine unambigu-
ously the effect of the water drop on ongoing neuronal activity. At the end
of the trial, we rewarded correct responses with 2000 ms of water. Incor-
rect responses resulted in the screen turning red for 10-s and the subject
received no reward. There was a 3000 ms intertrial interval (ITI).

To determine the neuronal response purely to juice stimuli, on one
third of the trials the subject received a 500 ms juice stimulus outside of
the context of the task. We term these “free-juice” trials. The subject took
hold of the lever but after 1000 ms, rather than a picture appearing, a juice
drop was delivered. These trials were randomly interspersed with task
trials throughout the session. All three juice stimuli were given and the
subjects could not predict when these trials would occur.

Statistical methods. We only analyzed correct trials. There were too few
error trials to permit meaningful analysis of neuronal activity on those
trials. We constructed spike density histograms by averaging activity
across the appropriate conditions using a sliding window of 100 ms.

We quantified neuronal selectivity during the gustatory DMS task
using several defined time epochs. To analyze selectivity relating to the

Figure 1. Illustration of the behavioral task. The subject grasped a lever to initiate the trial.
We presented two juices sequentially separated by a brief delay. The subject had to release a
lever if the two juices were the same (match) or continue holding the lever if the two juices were
different (nonmatch). We presented a water drop half way through the delay which served as a
distractor and ensured that remnants of the first juice were rinsed from the subject’s mouth.
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expectancy of receiving a specific juice reward, we defined the prejuice1
epoch beginning 100 ms after the first picture appears on the screen and
lasting 550 ms until the delivery of the first juice (we discarded the first
100 ms to account for the latency of neuronal responses to visual stimuli
in PFC). To analyze selectivity relating to the initial identification of the
juice, we defined the juice1 epoch as beginning 250 ms after onset of
the first juice and lasting 500 ms until 250 ms after the first juice offset.
The 250 ms offset allowed for the latency of gustatory responses as deter-
mined from the free-juice trials (see Results). To analyze selectivity relat-
ing to gustatory working memory, we defined two epochs either side of
the distracting water drop. The prewater epoch starts 250 ms after the
offset of the first juice and lasts 1000 ms until the delivery of the water
drop. The postwater epoch starts 250 ms after the offset of the water drop
and lasts 1000 ms until the appearance of the second picture on the
screen.

For each neuron and each epoch in turn, we calculated the neuron’s
mean firing rate. We performed a two-way ANOVA on the firing rate,
using factors of juice (the identity of the first juice) and set (the picture set
from which we drew the reward-predictive cue), evaluating significance
using an � level of p � 0.01. We then used � 2 tests to determine whether
there were significant differences in the prevalence of neurons encoding
the different experimental factors in different brain areas. We defined
juice-selective neurons as those that showed a significant main effect of
juice with no other main effects or interactions. We also used the two-
way ANOVA to calculate the strength of selectivity. We did this by cal-
culating the magnitude of our statistical effects using �-squared. This is
equivalent to the percentage of explained variance attributable to the
juice manipulation (PEVjuice). It is calculated by dividing the sum of
squares associated with the juice manipulation by the total sum of
squares in the analysis and multiplying the result by 100%.

To analyze the free-juice trials, we defined two time epochs. The juice
epoch consisted of the 500 ms of juice delivery. The postjuice epoch
started 250 ms after the offset of the juice and lasted 1000 ms. This epoch
was designed to be comparable to the prewater epoch in the gustatory
DMS task. For each neuron and each epoch, we calculated the neuron’s
mean firing rate. To determine the prevalence of neurons encoding the
juice, we performed a one-way ANOVA on the firing rate, using the
factor of the juice’s identity. We also used the free-juice trials to deter-
mine the latency at which neurons encoded the identity of the juice by
performing a “sliding” ANOVA analysis. We took a 200 ms window of
time, beginning 500 ms before the onset of juice, and performed a one-
way ANOVA on the firing rate, using the factor of the juice’s identity. We
then moved the window forward by 10 ms, and repeated the analysis. We
continued in this manner until we had analyzed up to 500 ms after the
offset of the juice. We defined the latency of selectivity as the time when
the p-value fell below 0.005 for three consecutive time bins. We chose this
criterion by comparing it with the selectivity evident in the spike density
histograms. However, to verify that it was indeed a sensible criterion, we
examined how many neurons would have reached the criterion in the
1000 ms before the delivery of the juice (i.e., when it would have been
impossible for the neurons to encode the juice’s identity). Just 19 of 392
(4.8%) neurons reached criterion in this time period, indicating that our
choice of criterion yielded a reasonable type I error.

To analyze the processes that underlie the subject’s decision as to
whether or not the two presented juices match, we focused on the period
of the trial that followed the presentation of the second juice. We defined
two time epochs. The juice2 epoch began 250 ms after the onset of the
second juice delivery and lasted 500 ms until 250 ms after the offset of the
juice. The preresponse epoch began 250 ms after the offset of the juice
and lasted 650 ms until 100 ms after the onset of the go cue. For each
neuron and each epoch, we calculated the neuron’s mean firing rate. We
performed a two-way ANOVA on the firing rate, using factors of juice
(the identity of the second juice) and response (whether the subject
would indicate match or nonmatch). We calculated the magnitude of our
statistical effects using �-squared.

To calculate the latency at which the neurons determined the behav-
ioral response, we performed a sliding two-way ANOVA using factors of
juice (the identity of the second juice) and response (whether the subject
would indicate match or nonmatch) as the experimental factors. Our

methods were analogous to those used to determine the latency for en-
coding the juice’s identity on the free-juice trials. We defined the latency
of selectivity as the time when the p-value for the main effect of response
fell below 0.005 for three consecutive time bins. We verified that this was
a sensible criterion by calculating that just 19 of 392 (4.8%) neurons
reached this criterion in the 1000 ms before the delivery of the second
juice (i.e., when it would have been impossible for the subject to know the
correct behavioral response).

Finally, we compared each neuron’s overall firing rate in each task
epoch to its firing rate during a baseline epoch that consisted of the 1000
ms between the subject first grasping the lever to initiate the trial and the
presentation of the first picture. We compared these firing rates using a t
test with an � level of 0.01. This analysis enabled us to detect those
neurons that were not encoding gustatory information per se, but were
modulating their firing rate in response to task-related events.

Results
Behavior
Both monkeys performed the task well above the chance level of
50% (C 82 � 5.7% over 40 recording sessions, G 84 � 5.1%
correct over 19 recording sessions). Subject C completed a mean
of 377 correct trials (�91 trials) per session and subject G com-
pleted 419 correct trials (�41 trials) per session. Subject C
showed significantly better performance when he had to remem-
ber guava (86 � 7.7%) or tomato (85 � 8.2%) compared with
orange (76 � 9.4%, one-way ANOVA, F(2,117) � 18, p � 5 �
10�7). Subject G showed no differences in performance between
the three juices (orange: 81 � 10%, guava: 84 � 7.4%, tomato:
87 � 5.0%; one-way ANOVA, F(2,51) � 2.1, p � 0.1). Both sub-
jects performed better on nonmatch conditions compared with
match (C 91 � 4.5% nonmatch, 74 � 12% match, one-way
ANOVA, F(1,78) � 68, p � 5 � 10�12; G 89 � 4.2% nonmatch
79 � 11% match, one-way ANOVA, F(1,34) � 13, p � 0.005).
Subject C had a median reaction time of 336 � 66 ms, whereas G
had a median reaction time of 251 � 27 ms.

We also conducted a behavioral probe test to confirm that the
subjects were solving the task in the manner we anticipated. We
ensured that the subjects were not solving the task by remember-
ing the identity of the reward-predictive pictures rather than the
identity of the juice. Such an explanation would be necessarily
convoluted, because although they could remember the picture,
they would still need to recall by the end of the delay what juice
was paired with that picture to determine whether or not the
second juice matched the first. Nevertheless, we tested whether
the subjects had adopted this strategy by replacing the reward-
predictive pictures with gray squares for one session. This behav-
ioral manipulation had little effect on our subject’s performance.
Subject C performed at 84% (compared with 82% with the pic-
tures), whereas subject G performed at 76% (compared with 84%
with the pictures). Thus, the subjects did not appear to be using
the reward-predictive cues to solve the task.

Neurophysiological results
We recorded neuronal activity simultaneously from four cortical
areas, DLPFC, VLPFC, OFC and GUS. We recorded from 392
neurons. There were 141 cells in DLPFC (C 58, G 83), 89 cells in
VLPFC (C 40, G 49), 77 cells in OFC (C 46, G 31) and 85 cells in
GUS (C 54, G 31). Figure 2 illustrates the locations from which we
recorded.

Neuronal responses during the gustatory DMS task
For each neuron and each of the first four epochs in turn, we used
a two-way ANOVA to determine whether the neuron encoded
the identity of the juice or the visual properties of the reward-
predictive cue (see Materials and Methods). Very few neurons
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showed evidence of encoding the visual properties of the reward-
predictive cue. Only 21 of 392 (5%) of the neurons showed a main
effect of picture set in at least one of the four epochs. This did not
significantly differ from what would have been expected by
chance (0.01 � level � 4 epochs � 0.04, binomial, p � 0.1). A
similar number of neurons (16 of 392 or 4%) showed a significant
interaction between juice and picture set in at least one of the four
epochs. This proportion also did not significantly differ from
what would have been expected by chance (binomial, p � 0.1).
Consequently, the remainder of our report will focus on those
neurons that showed a main effect of juice, but with no significant
main effect or interaction with picture set.

Reward expectancy. We found neurons that showed a selective
modulation of their firing rate during the prejuice1 epoch de-

pending on which juice the subject anticipated receiving. Figure
3A shows a neuron that has a significantly higher firing rate be-
fore the onset of the first juice only when the juice to be delivered
was orange juice (two-way ANOVA, F(2,193) � 15.2, p � 1 �
10�6). Such a neuron is consistent with previous reports detailing
the encoding of expected rewards in PFC (Watanabe, 1996;
Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Hikosaka and Watanabe, 2000).
This type of encoding was a lot more prevalent in PFC than GUS
(Table 1). A statistical comparison of the proportion of selective
neurons in the different brain areas confirmed that all the com-
parisons between PFC and GUS were significant (� 2 �5, p �
0.05) whereas none of the comparisons between the different
PFC areas reached significance (� 2 � 1, p � 0.1). Indeed, the
proportion of selective neurons in GUS did not exceed that ex-
pected by chance (binomial test, p � 0.1).

Juice identification. Many neurons encoded the identity of the
first juice. The neuron in Figure 3B shows a significantly higher
firing rate during the juice1 epoch for guava and tomato juice
compared with orange juice (two-way ANOVA, F(2,270) � 14.1,
p � 1 � 10 �5). Neurons of this type were present in all four
cortical areas from which we recorded (Table 1) with no signifi-
cant differences among areas (all comparisons � 2 � 1.8, p �
0.05).

Gustatory working memory. Many neurons showed a selective
modulation of firing rate during the delay dependent on the iden-
tity of the first juice, consistent with a role in gustatory working
memory. Figure 3C shows such a neuron recorded from OFC. It
had a significantly higher firing rate when the subject was holding
orange or tomato juice in working memory compared with guava
juice (F(2,280) � 150, p � 1 � 10�16). The difference in firing rate
was still evident after the intervening water drop (F(2,280) � 85,
p � 1 � 10�16). However, not all neurons maintained their
selectivity across the entire delay. The GUS neuron in Figure 3D
shows a significantly higher firing rate when the subject was hold-
ing orange or tomato juice in working memory compared with
guava juice during the prewater epoch (F(2,222) � 10, p � 0.0001),
but the selectivity disappeared after the water drop (F(2,222) � 1,
p � 0.1). For such a neuron, the activity during the prewater
epoch might reflect an ongoing taste response produced by the
first juice, which is subsequently eliminated by the delivery of the
intervening water drop.

We compared the proportion of juice-selective neurons be-
tween the different areas during both delay epochs. Neurons en-
coding the juice’s identity across the delay were common in GUS
and OFC, but were relatively infrequent in DLPFC and VLPFC
(Table 1). We used � 2 tests to determine whether the difference in
the prevalence of these neurons in the different areas was signif-
icant. During the prewater epoch there were significantly more
selective neurons in GUS compared with DLPFC and VLPFC
(both comparisons, � 2 �9, p � 0.01). However, there was no
significant difference between GUS and OFC (� 2 � 1.7, p � 0.1).
Finally, there were no significant differences between DLPFC,
VLPFC and OFC (all comparisons, � 2 � 3.6, p � 0.05). During
the postwater epoch, there were significantly more neurons in
OFC and GUS relative to DLPFC (� 2 �4, p � 0.05). All other
comparisons were not significant (� 2 � 2.4, p � 0.05).

Next, for each area in turn, we examined whether there was a
significant difference in the proportion of selective neurons dur-
ing the pre- and postwater epochs. For all three PFC areas, there
was no significant difference in the prevalence of the juice-
selective neurons during the pre- and postwater epochs (all com-
parisons � 2 � 1.1, p � 0.05). However, in GUS there were signif-
icantly fewer selective neurons in the postwater epoch compared

Figure 2. Flattened reconstructions of the cortex indicating the locations of recorded neu-
rons. The size of the circles indicates the number of neurons recorded at that location. We
measured the anterior–posterior position from the interaural line (x-axis), and the dorsoventral
position relative to the lip of the ventral bank of the principal sulcus (0 point on y-axis). Gray
shading indicates unfolded sulci. See Materials and Methods for details regarding the recon-
struction of the recording locations. SA, superior arcuate sulcus; IA, inferior arcuate sulcus; P,
principal sulcus; LO, lateral orbital sulcus; MO, medial orbital sulcus.
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with the prewater epoch (� 2 � 3.94, p � 0.05). Thus, PFC neu-
rons were better able to maintain information about the juice
across the intervening water drop than GUS neurons.

To determine the strength of neuronal selectivity (as opposed
to its prevalence), we calculated PEVjuice for all neurons during
the pre- and postwater epochs (see Materials and Methods). Fig-
ure 4 shows the mean value of this measure for each of the four
brain areas and two time epochs. Neurons in OFC and GUS
encoded the juice during the delay more strongly compared with

DLPFC and VLPFC. In addition, OFC
neurons encoded the juice in working
memory with approximately the same
strength in the pre- and postwater epochs
whereas GUS neurons showed weaker se-
lectivity during the postwater epoch com-
pared with the prewater epoch. To analyze
these effects statistically, we performed a
two-way ANOVA with area (the four dif-
ferent brain areas) and epoch (pre- and
postwater) as factors. There was a signifi-
cant area � epoch interaction (F(3,776) �
3.3, p � 0.05) which we characterized by
analyzing the simple effects and using post
hoc Tukey-Kramer tests (evaluated at p �
0.05). There was a significant simple effect
of area on both the prewater (F(3,776) � 14,
p � 5 � 10�9) and postwater epochs
(F(3,776) � 2.9, p � 0.05). Post hoc tests
revealed that during the prewater epoch,
mean PEVjuice in GUS was significantly
higher than DLPFC and VLPFC and sig-
nificantly higher in OFC than DLPFC. For
the postwater epoch, mean PEVjuice in
OFC was significantly higher compared
with both DLPFC and VLPFC but not
GUS. The simple effect of epoch on each of
the four areas was only significant for GUS
(F(1,776) � 15, p � 0.0005, all other areas,
p � 0.1). GUS neurons had significantly
weaker selectivity during the postwater ep-
och compared with the prewater epoch,
whereas in the other areas the strength of
selectivity remained unchanged after the
intervening water distractor.

In summary, many neurons showed ac-
tivity consistent with encoding of gusta-
tory information in working memory.
Based on the prevalence of selective neu-
rons and the overall strength of selectivity,
OFC and GUS appeared to be more in-
volved in encoding gustatory information
than DLPFC and VLPFC. However,
whereas the intervening gustatory distrac-
tion had little effect on OFC activity, it sig-
nificantly weakened the mnemonic trace
in GUS. This suggests that the encoding of
gustatory information in GUS is more of a
sensory response to the taste of the first
juice, whereas that in OFC is more consis-
tent with gustatory working memory.
OFC neurons continue to encode gusta-
tory information despite the fact that the
intervening water drop disrupted encod-

ing in the upstream area from which they receive this
information.

Characterization of the neuronal encoding of the juices. There
appeared to be two distinct ways of encoding the juices promi-
nent in our neuronal populations. Some neurons, such as the
neuron in Figure 3A, showed an increase in firing rate for one of
the juices relative to the other two juices. We refer to such encod-
ing as “standard selectivity” because this is the pattern one typi-
cally envisages when discussing neuronal selectivity. In contrast,

Figure 3. A, Raster plot and spike density histogram illustrating an OFC neuron that had a significantly higher firing rate when
the subject expected to receive orange juice. The gray shading illustrates the prejuice and juice epochs with the vertical dotted line
indicating the onset of juice delivery. The blue shading illustrates the delivery of the water drop. B, An OFC neuron that had a
significantly higher firing rate to the delivery of guava and tomato juice relative to orange juice. C, An OFC neuron that showed a
significantly higher firing rate to the delivery of orange juice and tomato juice relative to guava juice. The encoding lasted
throughout the prewater epoch and survived the delivery of the water drop. D, A GUS neuron that had a significantly higher firing
rate to the delivery of orange juice and tomato juice relative to guava juice that lasted through the prewater epoch. The encoding
disappeared after the delivery of the water drop.
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other neurons, such as those in Figure
3B–D, showed a lower firing rate to one of
the juices relative to the other two juices.
We refer to such encoding as “inverse se-
lectivity.” We determined the relative
prevalence of these two types of selectivity
in each brain area. For each neuron that
showed selectivity in any of the four ep-
ochs (as defined by the two-way ANOVA)
we determined the epoch in which it
showed maximal selectivity (calculated via
PEVjuice). We then calculated its mean firing rate for each of the
three juices in turn as well as its overall mean firing rate during
this epoch. We determined the number of neurons for which the
mean firing rate of just one of the juices exceeded the overall
mean firing rate (consistent with standard selectivity), and the
number of neurons for which the mean firing rate of two of the
juices exceeded the overall mean firing rate (consistent with in-
verse selectivity). In DLPFC and OFC, approximately half the
neurons showed the standard pattern of selectivity whereas the
remainder showed the inverse pattern (DLPFC, 18 of 36 or 50%;
OFC, 15 of 29 or 52%; binomial test, p � 0.1 in both cases). In
VLPFC and GUS, the standard pattern of selectivity dominated
(VLPFC, 23 of 31 or 74%; GUS, 25 of 36 or 69%; binomial test,
p � 0.05 in both cases).

We also examined whether there was any consistency in the
rank order of mean firing rates elicited by the three different
juices. We did this for each neuron that showed selectivity in any
of the four epochs, once again focusing on the epoch that showed
maximal selectivity. In subject G, all six possible rankings of the
three juices were equally prevalent and none occurred any more
frequently than would be expected by chance (expected fre-
quency � 0.17, binomial test, p � 0.1 in all cases). In subject C,
there was a slight tendency for neurons to show their lowest firing
rate to orange and their highest firing rate to guava (18 of 69 or
26%, binomial test, p � 0.05). To examine whether this related to
the subject’s preferences among the juices, we used a choice par-
adigm that we have previously used to study decision-making in
monkeys (Kennerley et al., 2008). Briefly, we presented the sub-
ject with two pictures from a set of three. The subject selected one
of the pictures by making a lever movement and received the
reward associated with that picture. Each of the three rewards was
associated with a specific picture. Subject C chose orange juice
over guava on 25 of 32 trials, guava over tomato on 18 of 26 trials
and orange juice over tomato on 19 of 27 trials. Each of these
proportions was statistically significant (binomial test, p � 0.05
in all three cases). This revealed that the subject preferred orange
juice over guava and guava over tomato. Thus, there did not
appear to be a relationship between subject C’s preferences and
the most common rank ordering of the juices by the neurons. In
summary, there was little evidence to suggest that neurons fa-
vored a particular encoding of the juices, or that subjective pref-
erences mapped onto neuronal preferences in this particular task.
Although we did not break the analysis down by brain area (be-
cause there would have been too few neurons encoding any spe-
cific rank order) there did not appear to be any encoding of rank
order in any of the areas.

Match/nonmatch selectivity
To characterize neuronal selectivity during the juice2 and pre-
response epochs, we used a two-way ANOVA with factors of juice
(the identity of the second juice) and response (whether the juice
was a match or nonmatch and consequently whether the subject

had to release or hold the lever respectively). During both the
juice2 and the preresponse epochs, only 9 of 392 (2%) of the
neurons showed a significant interaction between the two factors.
Given the small proportion of such neurons, we did not analyze
them further. Instead, we focused on the majority of the selective
neurons that showed a main effect of juice and/or response.

During the juice2 epoch, the majority of the selective neurons
showed a significant main effect of juice (Table 2). However,
there were no significant differences in the proportion of selective
neurons between the areas (all comparisons, � 2 � 2.7, p � 0.05).
The number of neurons that showed a main effect of response
during the juice2 epoch did not exceed that expected by chance in
any area (binomial, p � 0.1). Thus, neuronal selectivity during
the juice2 epoch appeared to relate primarily to the identification
of the presented juice.

During the preresponse epoch, neurons showing a main effect
of juice were only present in OFC and GUS. The proportion in
DLPFC or VLPFC did not exceed that expected by chance (bino-
mial, p � 0.1). There were more juice-selective neurons in GUS
than OFC and the difference in the proportions approached sig-
nificance (� 2 � 3.4, p � 0.06). Many neurons also showed a

Table 1. Percentage of juice-selective neurons during the first four epochs of the behavioral task, and the two
epochs of the free juice-trials

Behavioral task Free juice

Prejuice Juice1 Prewater Postwater Juice Postjuice

DLPFC 10 10 11 6 3 10
VLPFC 12 17 11 9 6 13
OFC 13 16 21 18 11 23
GUS 1ns 15 31 17 6 36

ns indicates that the proportion of selective neurons did not exceed that expected by chance (binomial test, p � 0.1).

Figure 4. A, The mean strength of neuronal selectivity for the encoding of the gustatory
stimulus (PEVjuice) during the pre- and postwater epochs. There was stronger encoding in OFC
and GUS relative to DLPFC and VLPFC. In addition, OFC neurons encoded the juice in WM with
approximately the same strength in the pre- and postwater epochs whereas GUS neurons
showed weaker selectivity during the postwater epoch compared with the prewater epoch. B,
The mean strength of neuronal selectivity for the encoding of the gustatory stimulus (PEVjuice)
during the juice2 and preresponse epochs. Selectivity was stronger during the preresponse
epochs than the juice2 epochs and strongest in GUS than the other brain areas. C, The mean
strength of neuronal selectivity for the encoding of the behavioral response (PEVresponse) during
the juice2 and preresponse epochs. Response selectivity was significantly higher during the
preresponse epoch compared with the juice2 epoch.
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significant main effect of response. However, the only significant
difference was a greater proportion of response-selective neurons
in DLPFC relative to OFC (� 2 � 4.6, p � 0.05); all other com-
parisons between areas were not significant (� 2 � 1.7, p � 0.05).
There was a similar number of response-selective neurons that
showed a higher firing rate when the subject had to release the
lever (59%) as when the subject held the lever (41%). These pro-
portions did not significantly differ from an even split (binomial
test, p � 0.1). Note that there are a number of potential explana-
tions for response-selective neurons. In addition to the behav-
ioral response, they might also reflect the match/nonmatch deci-
sion, or even a reward expectancy signal, because the subject will
receive the final reward for correct performance slightly earlier on
match trials (in which they immediately release the lever) com-
pared with nonmatch trials (in which they must hold the lever for
900 ms).

As well as determining the proportion of selective neurons, we
also quantified the strength of encoding by calculating the PEV
because of both experimental factors (PEVjuice and PEVresponse)
during the juice2 and preresponse epochs (see Materials and
Methods). Figure 4B shows the strength of encoding of the juice
(PEVjuice) for each of the four brain areas and two time epochs. It
was stronger during the preresponse epoch than the juice2 epoch
and strongest in GUS than the other brain areas. To analyze these
effects statistically, we performed a two-way ANOVA on the
PEVjuice values of the neurons with area (the four different brain
areas) and epoch (juice2 and preresponse) as factors. There was a
significant area � epoch interaction (F(3,775) � 3.2, p � 0.05)
which we characterized by analyzing the simple effects and using
post hoc Tukey-Kramer tests (evaluated at p � 0.05). There was a
significant simple effect of area during the preresponse epoch
(F(3,776) � 16, p � 1 � 10�9) but not the juice2 epoch (F(3,776) �
2.44, p � 0.05). The effect during the preresponse epoch was the
result of a significantly larger PEVjuice in GUS compared with
DLPFC and VLPFC. No other comparisons between areas were
significantly different. There was also a significant simple effect of
epoch in GUS (F(1,776) � 14, p � 0.005), but not the other three
areas (all tests, F(1,776) � 2, p � 0.1).

Figure 4C shows that encoding of the behavioral response
(PEVresponse) was significantly stronger during the preresponse
epoch compared with the juice2 epoch. We performed a two-way
ANOVA on the PEVresponse values of the neurons with area (the
four different brain areas) and epoch (juice2 and preresponse) as

factors. There was a significant main effect
of epoch (F(1,775) � 34, p � 1 � 10�8), but
no significant main effect of area (F(3,775)

� 1.9, p � 0.1) nor a significant area �
epoch interaction (F(3,775) � 1, p � 0.1).

We determined the latency at which
neurons encoded the behavioral response
using a sliding ANOVA analysis. We de-
fined the latency of selectivity as the time
when the p-value fell below 0.005 for three
consecutive time bins (see Materials and
Methods). A similar proportion of neu-
rons reached this criterion in all four new
areas (DLPFC, 37 of 141 or 26%; VLPFC,
23 of 89 or 26%; OFC, 24 of 76 or 32%; and
GUS, 30 of 86 or 35%). There was no sig-
nificant difference between the areas with
regard to the time at which they first en-
coded the behavioral response (DLPFC,
686 � 38 ms; VLPFC, 665 � 65 ms; OFC,

624 � 62 ms; GUS, 616 � 52 ms; one-way ANOVA, F(3,110) � 1,
p � 0.1).

In summary, after the presentation of the second juice, GUS neu-
rons largely encoded its identity with neurons in PFC showing little
selectivity. In contrast, neurons in all areas encoded the behavioral
response. Thus, whether PFC neurons encode the juice’s identity
depends on the stage of the task. During the first delay (the pre- and
postwater epochs), when remembering the juice’s identity is essen-
tial for correct performance of the task, many PFC neurons (and
particularly those in OFC) encode this information across the delay.
However, by the second delay (preresponse epoch) our subjects can
decide whether or not the two juices match such that they simply
have to remember whether or not they intend to hold or release the
lever. Indeed, this is the information encoded by PFC neurons (par-
ticularly those in DLPFC) during the second delay. This contrasts
with neuronal activity in GUS, which encodes the identity of the
juice regardless of the stage of the task.

Task-related activity
We quantified the prevalence of task-related activity by compar-
ing each neuron’s overall firing rate during each task epoch with
its activity during the baseline epoch. The vast majority of neu-
rons (85%) showed a significant change in firing rate in at least
one task epoch (Table 3). Of these task-related responses, there
was an approximately even split between those neurons increas-
ing their firing rate above baseline (51%) and those neurons de-
creasing their firing rate below baseline (49%). Both OFC and
GUS neurons tended to increase their firing rate during the
prejuice1 epoch, which may reflect the anticipation of the deliv-
ery of the first juice. This type of activity was less prevalent in
DLPFC and VLPFC. In addition, many GUS neurons showed an
elevated firing rate during the pre- and postwater epochs, al-
though this activity did not necessarily discriminate between the
different juices. Such activity may relate to processes common to
the ingestion of all three juices, or to the water drop, or reflect
anticipation of upcoming juices and rewards.

Neuronal responses to juice stimuli outside of the behavioral task
Neuronal responses to the juices delivered on free-juice trials
enabled us to examine how quickly the different brain areas iden-
tified the juices, because on these trials there was no visual cue to
alert the subject as to which juice would occur. During the juice
epoch, only a small number of neurons encoded the identity of

Table 2. Percentage of neurons that encoded the identity of the second juice or the upcoming behavioral
response during the juice2 and preresponse epochs

Response Juice

Juice2 Preresponse Juice2 Preresponse

DLPFC 1ns 16 1ns 1ns

VLPFC 3ns 11 6 3ns

OFC 0ns 5 8 9
GUS 2ns 9 14 21

ns indicates that the proportion of selective neurons did not exceed that expected by chance (binomial test, p � 0.1).

Table 3. Percentage of neurons showing task-related activity, defined as significant change in firing rate from
the 1000 ms baseline period

Prejuice Juice1 Prewater Postwater Juice2 Response

DLPFC 35 42 49 44 30 36
VLPFC 35 41 50 47 34 39
OFC 58 43 48 47 38 47
GUS 56 52 76 79 32 56

Within each task epoch, bold indicates proportions that are significantly different from others in the same column (�2 test, p � 0.05).
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the juice (Table 1) and there was no significant difference be-
tween the areas in terms of the proportions of juice-selective
neurons (all comparisons, � 2 � 3.1, p � 0.05). During the
postjuice epoch, there were significantly more juice-selective
neurons in GUS compared with both DLPFC and VLPFC (both
comparisons, � 2 �10, p � 0.005), and significantly more in OFC
compared with DLPFC (� 2 � 5.3, p � 0.05). The remaining
comparisons among areas were not significant (all comparisons,
� 2 � 2.2, p � 0.05). We compared the proportion of selective
neurons during the postjuice epoch of the free reward trials with
the prewater epoch in the behavioral task. We found that there
was no significant difference between the number of neurons that
showed juice selectivity in either epoch in any of the areas (all
comparisons � 2 � 1, p � 0.1). One potential explanation for this
is that although we do not require our subjects to hold the juice in
working memory on free-juice trials, this does not mean that they
are not doing so. It may be easier for our subjects to hold the juice
in working memory on all trials, rather than trying to not hold the
juice in working memory on the small proportion of the trials
that do not require it.

We determined the latency at which neurons encoded the
juices’ identity using a sliding ANOVA analysis. We defined the
latency of selectivity as the time when the p-value fell below 0.005
for three consecutive time bins (see Materials and Methods). The
proportion of neurons that reached this criterion in DLPFC (5 of
141 or 3.3%) did not exceed that expected by chance (binomial
test, p � 0.1) and so we excluded them from the remainder of the
analysis. In the remaining areas, 9 of 89 (10%) of VLPFC neurons
reached criterion, 12 of 76 (16%) of OFC neurons, and 16 of 86
(19%) of GUS neurons. There was no significant difference be-
tween the areas with regard to the time at which they first encoded
the juice (VLPFC, 461 � 81 ms; OFC, 511 � 60 ms; GUS, 516 �
70 ms; one-way ANOVA, F(2,30) � 1, p � 0.1).

Discussion
Many neurons in PFC showed differential firing rates during the
delay of a gustatory matching-to-sample task dependent on the
identity of the first juice stimulus, consistent with a role for main-
taining gustatory information in working memory. Our findings
are consistent with the idea that PFC is to some extent organized
according to the content of the information that must be main-
tained across a delay, because the strongest encoding of gustatory
working memory occurred in OFC rather than VLPFC or
DLPFC. This shows that OFC, an area not typically associated
with working memory, can show stronger involvement in work-
ing memory than LPFC when the type of information that must
be maintained relates to the type of information for which OFC is
specialized to process. Indeed, this is the first time that neurons in
an area outside of LPFC have shown stronger working memory
selectivity than LPFC neurons themselves.

Neuroimaging studies in humans that have sought to test the
content model have produced mixed results, with some studies
dissociating DLPFC and VLPFC based on object and spatial
working memory (Courtney et al., 1996), whereas other studies
have found little evidence for the content model of prefrontal
organization (Postle and D’Esposito, 1999; Postle et al., 2000).
However, a strict test of the content model in humans may prove
difficult. Demonstrating analogous effects in humans to the ones
we saw in our task may be impossible, because one cannot elim-
inate the possibility that human subjects encode the gustatory
stimulus with a verbal label. However, a recent neuroimaging
study did conclude that OFC was particularly important for
maintaining emotional information in working memory. Stern

and colleagues used a matching-to-sample task with face stimuli
(LoPresti et al., 2008). Subjects were required to make match
judgments regarding either the identity or the emotional expres-
sion of the face. Within posterior sensory cortex, separate areas
encoded these two aspects of the facial stimulus. In contrast, OFC
exhibited sustained delay activity for both emotion and identity
trials. This suggests an important role for OFC in holding socially
and emotionally relevant information in working memory, con-
sistent with its stronger limbic connections relative to other PFC
areas.

However, we must be careful in proposing too strong a con-
tent model of PFC functional organization. OFC and LPFC differ
not just in the regions with which they connect, but also in terms
of their intrinsic anatomical organization (Zald, 2007). For ex-
ample, LPFC has a well differentiated layer IV, which is absent in
OFC (Barbas and Pandya, 1989; Carmichael and Price, 1994;
Petrides and Pandya, 1994). Such anatomical differences high-
light the fact that it is unlikely that all PFC areas are performing
the same process, merely differing in the type of information
processed depending on their anatomical connections (Zald,
2007). Instead, such differences suggest that different PFC areas
perform fundamentally different computations. Our results help
to constrain how those computations might differ, because it is
clear that OFC neurons are capable of maintaining information
across a delay consistent with a role in working memory. How-
ever, the exact functional organization of PFC remains unclear.
Perhaps the most striking functional difference between OFC and
LPFC, from both neuropsychological and neurophysiological
studies, relates to their involvement in decision-making and goal-
directed behavior (Fellows and Farah, 2005; Murray et al., 2007;
Wallis, 2007). For example, in a task that involves a simple choice
between two stimuli associated with different behavioral out-
comes, OFC shows robust encoding of multiple variables neces-
sary to make a decision, which is noticeably absent in LPFC (Ken-
nerley et al., 2008).

Delay activity in sensory cortex
In addition to OFC, we also saw neuronal activity in GUS related
to encoding of the identity of the juice stimulus across the delay.
However, this activity differed from that in OFC in a number of
key respects. First, it was noticeably weaker after the intervening
distracting water drop. Miller and colleagues observed a similar
effect in the visual system. Neuronal activity related to the encod-
ing of a visual stimulus across a delay occurs in both LPFC and
inferior temporal cortex. However, unlike LPFC, intervening,
distracting visual stimuli disrupted the delay activity in inferior
temporal cortex (Miller et al., 1996). Neuronal activity in the
entorhinal cortex during visual working memory tasks is also
resistant to intervening distraction (Suzuki et al., 1997). From
these results, Miller concluded that the ability to maintain infor-
mation across distraction was an important property of LPFC
that differentiated this region from posterior sensory areas
(Miller and Cohen, 2001). Our results are consistent with this
assertion, because they show that neuronal activity in OFC is also
more resistant to distraction than the upstream sensory area.

Second, OFC delay activity differs from GUS delay activity in
that its prevalence depends on the stage of the task. There was
little difference between OFC and GUS in the prevalence and
strength of encoding of the identity of the first juice during the
pre- and postwater epochs. In contrast, OFC encoding of the
second juice during the preresponse epoch was noticeably weaker
than in GUS. Thus, the encoding of gustatory information in
OFC appears to depend on its relevance to the successful perfor-
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mance of the task. During the first delay, when the subject must
remember the identity of the first juice, we see robust encoding of
gustatory information in OFC. However, during the second delay
the subject has had the opportunity to compare the first juice with
the second and decide whether they match. Thus, he has simply to
remember his intended behavioral response and so at this stage of
the task gustatory information is irrelevant. The tendency to en-
code information only when it is behaviorally relevant is a hall-
mark feature of working memory that differentiates it from delay
activity in posterior sensory cortex (Rao et al., 1997; Rainer et al.,
1998; Duncan, 2001; Everling et al., 2002). It provides further
support to our conclusion that gustatory encoding in OFC is not
simply a continuation of the taste response to the juice, but rather
reflects the active maintenance of the information in working
memory.

Interpretational issues
There did not appear to be any consistent pattern in the order in
which the neurons encoded the three different juices. Thus, there
was no evidence that the neurons encoded the juices by ranking
them in a manner consistent with the subject’s preferences. This
might appear to contradict recent studies suggesting that OFC
plays an important role in encoding subjective preferences
(Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008; Fellows and Farah,
2007). However, our task did not require the subject to make
judgments or choices on the basis of their preferences between
the juices, but rather attend to the sensory characteristics and
identity of the juices. Thus, one potential explanation for why we
did not see encoding of preferences may be that OFC neurons,
like neurons in other PFC areas (Rao et al., 1997; Duncan, 2001;
Miller and Cohen, 2001) can alter the aspect of the stimulus that
they encode in response to the overarching task demands. In-
deed, recent neuroimaging findings in humans show that activity
in OFC is modulated by selectively attending to either the pleas-
antness or intensity of a gustatory stimulus (Grabenhorst and
Rolls, 2008). Future experiments could tackle this issue more
directly. For example, experiments by Platt and colleagues
showed that monkeys exhibit strong preferences in evaluating
pictures of other monkeys (Deaner et al., 2005). If OFC neurons
are encoding preferences in working memory, rather than taste
information per se, one might expect such encoding to be su-
pramodal, such that single neurons might encode both taste pref-
erences and social preferences in working memory. Nonetheless,
regardless of whether the neurons are encoding gustatory infor-
mation or preference information in working memory, it is clear
that if one uses the appropriate stimuli, one can get stronger
working memory activity in OFC compared with LPFC.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that OFC neurons can
show greater encoding of information in working memory than
LPFC neurons when the information consists of that for which
OFC is specialized. This supports the content model regarding
the functional organization of PFC, but it is unlikely to be the
whole story. For example, we have previously found that OFC
neurons can maintain abstract information in working memory
(Wallis et al., 2001) and PFC neurons show the capacity to alter
the nature of the information they are maintaining in working
memory depending on the demands of the task (Rao et al., 1997).
Our results do not necessarily contradict other models of work-
ing memory organization, such as that posited by Petrides,
whereby VLPFC maintains information in working memory
whereas DLPFC is responsible for monitoring and manipulating

that information (Petrides, 1996). Indeed, a hybrid version of the
two models may be the most accurate, with DLPFC manipulating
and monitoring information, whereas VLPFC and OFC share the
load of maintaining information dependent on informational
content. Olfactory, gustatory, emotional, social and reward in-
formation may be maintained in working memory by OFC neu-
rons, whereas somatosensory, auditory and visual information
may be maintained by VLPFC neurons.
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